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Abstract
The notion of contra continuous functions was introduced by Dontcher

In this paper we apply the notion of c2*-open sets in toporogicar space to
present and study a new crass of functions called almost contra-f2*ga_
continuous functions as a new generarizatron of contra continuitr..
Futhermore, we obtain basic properties and preservation theorems ol
almost contra-c)*ga-continuity and investigate the relationship betrveen
almost contra-C2*ga-continuity and e*ga-regular graph.

Key words : M-f)*ga-closed map, Almost contra-c) *ga-continuify, {l* g ct-
regular graph,

1. Introduction

Dontchev [3] introduced the notions of contra-continuity in topological
spaces. He defined a function/: X+Iis contra continuous if the preimage of every
open set of I is closed in X. Recently Ganster and Reilly [6] introduced a new class
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of functions called regular set connected functions (in 1999)..lafari and Noiri [7]

introduced contra-pre-continuous functions. Almost contra-prr--continuous

functions were introduced by Ekici [4]. J. Mercy and I. Arockiarani [12"] introduced

On Qx-closed sets and ftp-closed sets in topological spaces. In this paper we

introduce and study a new class of functions called almost contra-f)xgo-continuous

functions which generaiize classes ofregular set connected 16] contra continuous

[3] and perfectly continuous [13] functions. Moreover, the relationship between

almost contra-f)x-ga-continuity and fI*ga-regular graphs are also investigated.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, spaces (X,z) and (I'o) or (Simply X and YJ always

mean topological spaces on which no separation axioms are assurned unless explicity

stated. For a subset A of (X,'c), cl(A) and int(l) represent the closure of A and

interior of I with respect to r respectively.

Definition 2.lz Asubset A of a topological space (X,t) is said to be preopen [11]

(resp. preclosed) if ,4 c Int(cl(l)) (resp.cl(int(A) c: A)).

Definition 2.2: A subset A of a topological space (X,r) is said to be regular open

[5] (resp. regular closed) if A: int(c/(,4)) (resp. .4 : c/(int(, ))).

Definition 2.32 A subset A of a topological space (X,z) is said to be a-closed [1a]

(resp. a-closed) if Cl(Int(Cl(A))) c I (resp.,4 c Int(C/(Int(,4))).

Definition 2.4:The intersection of all a-closed sets containingl is called a-closure

of A and is denoted by a-cl(A).

Definition 2.5: The a-interior of ,4 is defined by the union of a-open sets contained

in I and is denoted by a-int(A).

Definition 2.6: A subset A of atopological space ({r) is said to be generalized a-

closed set I I 0] (briefly ga-closed) if u-cl(A) c U whenever AcU and U is a-open.
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Definition 2.7: A function./': (X,r) - (f,o) is called

1. Contra-continuous 13) if 1'1tn is closed in (X,r) for every open set V of (Y,o).

2. Regular set connected [6] if f '(.n is clopen in X for every Ve RO(n.

3. Perfectly-continuous U3l if f t tn is both open and closed in (X,r) for every

open set V of {Y,o).

4. Almost-continuous 116l if f 1{n is open in X for every regular open set tr/

of (f,@.

Definition 2.8: A subset A of a topological space (X,r) is said tobe nga-closed [1]
if a-cl(A) c Uwhenever A c U and U is n-open.

Definition 2.9: A function/: (X,r) - (f,o) is called ngu-continuous [2] if/r(lf is

figa.-open in (X,r) for every open set V of (Y,o).

Definition 2.10: A function f : (X,r) -+ (y,o) is said to be almost contra-rgtx-

continuous {8) if f-t(lt)e rGaC(X,r) for every Ve RO(Y,o).

Definition 2.11: A subset A of a topological space (X,r) is said to be f)*-closed

[2] if pcl(l) c Int({.1), whenever A c U and U is pre-open in (X,r).

3. Almost Contra-O*ga-Continuous Functions

Definition 3.1: A subset A of atopological space (X,r) is said to be

(a) O*ga-closed if a-cl(A) c U whenever A c U and U is Q*-open.

(b)Q*ga-open if X-A is f)*ga-closed.

The family of all Q*ga-closed sets of X(resp. f)xga-open sets) are denoted b1,

O*GuC({r) (resp. f)*G aO(X,r)).

Definition 3.2: A function/: lX,r) - (f,o) is called

l. f)*ga-continuous if -f''(n is Q*ga-open in (X,r) for every open set tr/of
(Y,o).

2. Almost-f2*ga-continuousif./'r(tr/)isf)*ga-openinXforeveryregularopen

set,/of (y.o).
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3. Contra-f)xqa-continuous it.l'r(l') is Q*ga*closed in 1X.r) lor every open

set I,'of ( l',o).

4. ir4-O*ga-open (resp. M-fl*ga-closed) rf image of each O*ga-open set

(resp. Q*ga-closed) is Qxga-open (resp. f)*ga-closed).

Definition 3.3: A function ./ : (.X,r) - (I,o) is said to he almost contra-C)xga-

continuous if .f t{V) ef2*GuC\X,r) for every Vs RO(Y,(T)"

Theorem 3.4: Let (X,r) and (l',o) be topoiogical spaces. The following statements

are equivalent for a function/: X ) 7.

1. /is almost contra-O*ga-continuous.

2 f'' (F)e e)* GUO(X,r) for every FeRC(Y,o).

3. for each .r e X and each regular closed set F in )' containing l(x), there exists a

Oxga-open set U in X containing x such that flLf) c t;.

4. for each x t X and each regular open set V in Y not containing.flx), there exists

a Oxga-closed set K in X not containing ;r such that/ r( V) c: K.

5. ./'r(int(cl(G)) e Q*GaC(X,r) for every open subset G of Y.

6. /1(c1(int(ltt) e Q*GaO(X,r) for every closed subset F of Y.

Proof: (1)=(2) : Let rcRC$). Then I-Fe RO(Y,o) By (l),/'(I-F):X-f '(F)t

(2)+( 1)

(2)=(3)

(3)=(2)

Q*GaC(X,r). This implies"f '(O e{l*GuO(X,r).

Letl/ERO(Y,o). Then Y-Ve RC(Y,o).By {2)f l(Y-t):X-f '(I) e

{lx G uO (X,c). Th is implies /- I ( I) t. Q* G aC (X,r).

Let F be any regular closed set in I containingflx). By(Z),-f '(F)
e{)*GaO(X,c) and x tf''(n. Take U:f '(n. Thenfl{.N c F.

Let F e RC(Y,o) and x tf-t(F). From (3), there exists afJxgo"-

open set Ux in X containing x such that Ux c-f-'(n.We have

f -t (F) = w{Jl . Thus,f i(.8) is f)*gtx-open.
xe / t(F)
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Let V be a regular open set in I not containingfl x). Then Y-V
is a regular closed set containingf(x). BV (3) there exists a

O xga-open set U in X containing r such that.fl {/; c Y-V . Hence

{J cfl(Y-I) c X-f '(Y) and then/r(I) c X-U. Take K : X-U.
We obtain a O*ga-closed set K in X not containing x.

Let F be regular closed set in I containingflx). Then I-F is a
regular open set in I not containingflx). BV (4) there exist a
f)xga-closed set -K in Xnot containing x such thatf (Y-F) c K.
This implies X-ft(n c K=X-K cf'(F)=f(X-K) c F. Take
U -- X-K. Then U is a Cl*ga-open set in X containing x such

thatflt/) c. F.

Let G be an open subset of L Since int(cl(G)) is regular open,

then by (1)/'(int(cl(G))) t {l*GuC(X,r).

Let V e RO(Y,o). Then I/is open in L By (5)/-' (int(cl(V))) e

QxGaC(X,r) -"f-'(n s ftxga-closed in (X,r).

The proof is obvious from the definitions.

.i,

+ Almost Contra f)*ga-continuous
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Remark 3.5: The following diagram holds.

Perfectly continuous = contra continuous = contra-c)*go-continuous

(3)=+(a)

(a)=(3)

(1)=+(-5)

(s)=+( l)

(2)+(6)

u

Regular set connected

None of the implications is reversible for almost Contra O*ga-continuity as showrr

by the following examples.

Erample 3.6: Let X - {a,b,c}, ?: {O, X,1o}} and o: {O, X,{b\, {c\, r,b,cll.
l'hen the identity function_f : (x,t) - (x,o) is almost contra-c)xga-continuous but
not regular set connected.
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Example 3.7: Let X: {a,b,c,d't,'.: {X, O, {o}' {o'"}' \a'dl' {a'c'd)} and

6: {X,(D, {o}, \a,b}, {a,c,d}}. Then the identity function -f :6'r) -+ ({o) is

almost contra-O*ga-continuous but not contra-f) *ga-continuous'

Example 3.8: LetX: {a,b,c}, r : {X, Q, {a'b}} and o: {X' @' {a}' {a'b\}' Then

the identity function/: (x,c) -+ (x,6) is contra-f)*ga-continuous but not contra-

continuous.

Theorem 3.9 : Suppose that c)*ga-closed sets are closed under finite intersection'

If f : x+ I is almost contra-f)*ga-continuous function and I is flxga-open subset

ofX,ThentherestrictionflA:A+yisalmostcontra-f)*ga-continuous.

proof: Let F e RC(D. Since / is almost contra-f)*go-continuous then -ft(I) e

el*GaO(X,r). Since Aisf;.xga-open inXif follow that(flA\t(n: A n,f '(F)) s

Q* G aO (A,r). Therefor e, fl A is almost contra-f) *gd-continuous function'

Remark 3.10: Every restriction of an almost contra-f)*ga-continuous function is

not necessarily almost contra-f)+gc[-continuous'

Example 3.11: Let X: {a,b,cd'\,'c: {O, X,{a\'{d\'{a'd}'{c'dl'{a'c'd}\ and

o:{O, X,{b},{c\,{b,c}}' Then the identity function/: (X't) '> (X'c) is almost

contra-f)*gd-continuous but if ,4 : {a,b,c},where '4 is not C)*ga-open in (X't) and

'co: {Q,{a,b,c\,{a},{c},{a,c\} is the relative topology on'4 induced by c' then

jl,1a,,cn) - (X,o)is not almost contra-f)*ga-continuous' Note thal {a,bd}is regular

closed in (X,r) but that (flA)t {a,bd\ : A r'' {a,b'd\ : {a'b'c\r-t{a'b'd\ : {a'b} is

not f)*ga-open in @,Tn)"

Definition 3.12: A cover E : {Ua: ue I} of subsets of Xis called a f)*gg-cover

if Ua.is f)xga-oPen for each a e 1'

Theorem 3.13: Suppose that {2*GaO(X,r) sets are closed under finite intersection'

Letf : X -+ Ybea function andl : {Ua: at,I} be af)*ga-cover of X. If foreach

a, e I, fl (Ja is almost contra-f)xgfi-continuous, then / : X '+ Y is almost contra-

f)*gd-continuous.

i

:

a

l

_ -_-l
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Prrrtrf: Let V € RC(n. Since.fl()a is almost contra-Q*go-continuous function.
' . a) i(1i1 s elxGuo(L/(x). Since Ua t Q*Gao(x1, by the result if Lr is f)*ga-

,-'pen in x and tr/ is o*ga-open in x, it follorvs (flLlu)'t(t)) e e*Guo(.\,) for each
ct t I. Then fr(I) - w (flLra)'(t) t t)*Gao(-rl. This gives/is almost contra-
O*ga-continuous a E l function.

Theorem 3.14: Let f : x "> r and let g : x ) x x ybe the graph function of/
defined by g(x) - (r,lx)) for every x e e x.lf g is almost contra-f)*ga-conrinuous
then/is almost contra-Oxga-continuous.

Proof: LetV eRC(\), thenX x f,t:1x cl(int(IJ: cl(int(,l) >< cl(int(D: cl(int(Xx Ll).
Therefore X x v e RC(x x )]. Since g is almost contra-oxga-continuous.
g'(X* ll e {)xgu-open inX. This implies/r(V): S,(Xx I/) €f)*ga-open inX.
Thus,/is almost contra-Oxga-continuous.

Theorem 3.15: Let .f : x'+ Y and g : y -> Z be function. Then, the follouing
properties hold:

1) f f /is almost contra-f)*ga-continuous and g is regular set connected. then
gof : X -> Z is almost contra-O*ga-continuous and almost f2*ga-continuous,

2) If f is almost contra-f)*ga-continuous and g is perfectly continuous rhen
gof : X -+ Z is O*ga-continuous and contra-f2*ga_continuous.

3) If /is almost contra-f)xga-continuous and g is regular set-connected then
gof : x -+ Z ts almost contra-o*gs-continuous almost f)*ga-continuous.

Proof: Let v e Ro(z) Since g is regular set connected g,(D is clopen in r. Since./
is alrnost contra-f)xga-continuous,.f '(g '( ,)): Gofl,( I,l is exga-open and {)*ga-
closed. J'herefore gql'is almost contra-o*ga-continuous and almost f)*ga-
continuous. (2) and (3) can be obtained similarly.

Theorem 3.16: lf f : X -s
function such that gof: X -+

c ontra- f2 * g a- c o nt i nuou s.

I is a surjective M-Q*ga-open and g : X -+ Z rs a
Z is almost contra-f)xga-continuous, then g is almost

78
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proof: Let It be any rr-gular closed set in Z. Since gof is aitrost contra-O*-sr'-

continuous. (Sq//)'([) e Q*grr-open in {.Y,r). Since-l'is surjective, A'1-f}*ga-o1'-'e :'

map,.l((gofl ,0)i) _.fl-f ,('g ,(,,)) .= g l(,,] is f)*ga-open. Therefore g is almost Conirj-

f)*ga-contit.tuo us.

Theorem 3.17: tf f : X -> Y is a surjective M-{)*gu-closed map aild g'..Y --> Z ts i
function such that gaJ': X -+ Z is almost contra-Q*gcx-continuous, then g is alin.rs:

contra-C) xga-co ntinuous.

Proof: Sirnilarly as the previous theorem.

Theorem 3.18: lf a function/: X+ Iis almost contra-C)xgo-continuous and allTi{)i

continuous then./is regular set-connected.

Proof: ltet V e R0()r). Since / is almost contra-f)*ga-continuous and almos:

continuous./r( I'J is O*ga-closed and open. Hence/"'(i'J is clopen. Hence/'is regular

set-connected.

Definition 3.19: A fllter base A is said to be Q*ga-convergent (resp" rc-cotlvergent I

to a point x in X if for any Uef)*ga-open in X containing x (resp' UeRC($) ther'

exist a B e A Such that B c U.

Theorem 3.20: If a function-f '. X ) l'is almost contra-f)*ga-continuous, then ic':

each point xeX and each filter base A in X Qxga-converging to x, the filter bas:

/(A) is rc-convergent tofl"r).

Proof: Let x e X and A be any filter base in X Q*ga-converging to x' Since /"'
almost contra-Qxga-continuous then for any YtR.C(l) containing/(-r) there exi.

U eQ*ga-open in -( containing r such thatli t4 c Z. Since A is fJ*gcr-convergin'.

tox, thereexist aBeA suchthatBc U. Thismeans that.l(B) c l'andtherelore the

filter base./(A) is rc-convergent to.flx).

Note that a functiorr.l-: X -+ I is almcst contra-Q*gs-continuous at x if each regula:

closed set F in Y'containingfl-r), there exist ()*ga-open set U in '{containin-s .'

such that./( A c- F.
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-1.11: Let/: X ) Y be a function and xeX. If there exist Ue C)*ga-open

- ,:. ::3t .r e L,'and the restriction of./to U is almost contra-f)*ga-continuous

-:: ' 1s almost contra-f)xgg-continuous at x.

f}.rt: Suppose that F e RC()") containingflr). Since flU is almost contra-C)*ga-

oo-inuous at x, there exists I/ e C)*ga-open set U in X containing .x such that

- rll (i.J c F. Since LI e g*ga-open in xcontaining x it follows that

. :r'-la-open in Xcontaining-lr. This shows clear that/is almost contra-f)*ga-

- .::-:.rlLlus at.rr.

4. The Preservation Theorems

In this section, we investigate the relationships among almost contra-f)*ga-

-, :iLnuouS funCtions, separation axioms, conneCtedness and compagtness.

Definition 4.1: A spaceXis said to be weakly Hausdorff [19] if each element of X

.: "n intersection ofregular closed sets.

Definition 4.2: A space X is said to be Q*gcr-To if for each pair of distinct points

,n .Y there exists a f)xga-open set of X containing one point but not the other.

Definition 4.3: A space Xis said to be Cl*ga-I, if for each pair of distinct points -t

and.y in X there exists a O*ga-open sets U and I/ containing x and y respectiyelr

suchthatyeUandxGV.

Definition 4.4 : A space X is said to be f)*ga-Hausdorff if for each pair of distinct

pointsx andy inXthere exists U e{)*ga-open in (X,x) and tr/eQ*ga-open in (){,,i')

such that UoV: Q.

Theorem 4.5z lf f : X + Y is an almost contra-f)*ga-continuous inj ection and )' is

weakly Hausdorff then X is f)*ga-7,.

Proof: Suppose that I is weakly Hausdorff. For any disttnct points r and l in X

rhere exist Y, llr t RC(n such thatflx) e V,-fu) t lIt..l(r) e tl'. ti' t e I Slnce.fis

almost Q*ga-continuous,-/r( I) and.f t(W) are O*ga-opc'r sut''ii:i '-'i '\ 'uch that

80
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ir s../''(lf and y t.f '(Ln,y e/"(l), x e-f '(ID, This shows that X is f)*ga-I,'

Definition 4.6: A topological space X is called O*ga-ultra connected if every two

non-void O*ga-closed subsets of X intersect.

Definition 4.7: A topological space X is called hyper connected [20] if every open

set is dense.

Theorem 4.8: If X is f)xga-ultra connected, andf : X ) Y is almost contra-O*ga-

continuous and surjective, then I'is hyper connected.

Proof: Assume that Y is hyper connected. Then there exist an open set ['such that

tr/ is not dense in I. Then there exist disjoint non-empty reguiar open subsets B, and

B, in Y namely B, : int cl(lJ and Br: Y-cl(trf. Since/is almost contra-C)*ga-

continuous and surjective, Ar-f-'(8,) andAr:.f''(Br) are disjoint non-empty Q*ga-

closed subsets of X which is a contradiction to the fact that X is f)xgcr-ultra

connected. Hence )'is hyper connected.

Definition 4.9: A space X is called f)*ga-connected provided that X is not the

union of two disjoint non-empty f)xga-open sets-

Theorem 4.10:lf f : X + Y is almost contra-f)*gd-continuous surjection andXis

f)xga-connected then )' is connected.

Proof: Suppose that I is not connected. Then there exist non-empty disjoint open sets

v,and z, such that ).: vrw v, Therefore vrandvrareclopen in Y. Since/is almost

contra-f)*ga-continuous, f '(I/,) and f t(Vr) are disjoint and X '= f t(V,) w f t(Vr)

which is a contradiction to the fact that Xis C)*go-connected. Hence )'is connected.

Definition 4.11: A spaceXis said to be

a) f)*go-closed if every f)*ga-closed cover of Xhas a finite subcover.

b) Countable Q*ga-closed if every countable cover ofXby Q*ga-closed sets

has a finite subcover.

c) f)*ga-Lindelof if every cover ofXby f)*ga-closed sets has a countable cover.

d) Nearly compact if every regular open cover of Xhas a finite subcover. [ 17]
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c) Nearly countably compact if every countably cover ol,\'bv regular op.r s-::

has a finite subcover. [5, 18]

f) Nearly Lindelof [4] if every cover of X by regular open sets has a countable

subcover.

Theorem 4.12:Let!: X + Y be an almost contra-O-continuous surjection. Then

the following statements ho1d.

a) If Xis f)xga-closed then Yis nearly compact.

b) If X is O*ga-lindelof then I is nearly lindelof.

c) If Xis countably-Oxga-closed, then )'is nearly countably compact.

Proof: Let {Va: ae I} be any regular open cover of )'. Since/is almost conlla-

O*go-continuous, then {f t(Va): ut 1} is a f)xga-closed cover of X. Since,\-is

f)xgo-closed there exist a finite 1o oll such that X: w rrf-t{Va) : a e lol. Thus $.e

have )z: w {Va: ae [o] and )'is nearly compact.

Proofofb) and c) are analogue to a).

Definition 4.13 :,4 space Xis said to be

(a) Mildly C)xga-compact if every Q*ga-clopen cover of X r:s . ': :;
subcover.

(b)Mildlycountably-f)*ga-compactifeveryf)*ga-c1openCtrunl:.:'
of Xhas a countable subcover.

(c) Mildlyf)xga-Lindelof if every Q*ga-clopen coveroi \"h:s: r -r : :

subcover.

Theorem 4.14 lfJ': X -> Yis an aimostcontra-f)xg0-continuous :nd :l- . -' : " .-

()*ga-continuous surjection. Then

(a) If Xis mildly O*ga-cornpact then )'is nearir .t-ri:rr:i-:

(b) If Xis mildly countably-Qxga-compact then ) : ';:: .

comPact.

(c) If Xis mildly Oxga-lindelof then l'is nearlr I r:: :
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Proof: {a) ttzRO(Y). Then since f is almost contra-O*ga-continuous almost {l*gu-
continuous, "f '(n is clopen. Let {Vu: u e 1} be any regular open cover of I. Then

{f '(Vu) : u e I} is a clopen cover of X. Since Xis mildly f)*gcr-compact, there

exist a finite subset Io of I such that X : w {fa(Va) : cr e 1} Hence I is nearly

compact.

Proof of (b) and (c) are similar to (a).

5. C)*ga-Regular Graphs

In this we define C)*ga-regular graphs and investigate the relationships

between f2*ga-regular graphs and almost contra-e)*ga-continuous functions.

Definition 5.1: Fora function/:X-+ Ythe subset {(x,.flx)lx €,f}c Xx Y is called

the graph of f and is dennted bV GA Lal.

Definition 5.2: A graph G(/) of a function/: X ) Y is said to be f2*gc-regular if
for each (x,y) e X " Y-GA,there exist a O*ga-closed set U in X containing x and

V e RO(Y) containingy such that (U x n ^ 
GA: O.

Lemma 5.3: The following properties are equivalent for a graph G(f) of a function

l. GA is C2,*ga-regular.

2. for each point (x,y) e X x Y-GA there exist a Cl*gc-closed set U in X
containing x and V enO(Y) containing y such thatJU.D aV: @.

Proof : It follows from definition and the fact that for any subsets (J c X, V c Y

(U " t) ^ G(fi: <D iffl(U) o v: Q.

Theorem 5.4:lf f : X; Y is almost contra-C)*gcx-continuous and I'is T,lhen G(fl
is f)*ga-regular graph in X x Y.

Proof: Let (.r7) t. X x Y-G(/). It follows thatflx) ;ry. Since Y is T, there exist open

sets tr/ and W containing flx) and y respectively such thal Vall = @. We have

int(cl(I/)) n int(cl(I[): tD. Since/is almost contra-f)*gc-continuous,T''1int1ct1l'1;1

*-*,*.-_--_-.,-+.-*
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rs f)xga-closed in X containing x. Take U : -f ' (int(cl( If )). Thenfl{/) c int(cl( If )
Thereforeflt) n int(cl(n): @.Hence G(7) is O*ga-regular.

Theorem 5.5: Let /: X ) Y have C)*ga-regular graph G(fi. If f is injective, then X
rs Qxga-7,.

Proof: Let x and y be any two distinct points of X. Then we have (x,fu)) E X x Y-

GA.By definition of O*ga-regular graph, there exist a fl*gc-closed set U oiX
and Ye RO(f such that (*,fu)) E U x V and U ^f'(n: O. Therefore we have

Ie U. Thus y t X-tL. x eX-U. X-U t C)xga-open in (X,r) implies X is {l*ga-T,.

Theorem 5.6:Letf : X'+ Yhave f2*ga-regular graph G{J)If f is surjective, then I
is weakly 7r.

Proof: Let y randy, be any two distinct points of L Since./is surjectiveflx) :y, for

some x e Xand {*, yr) e X x Y-G(fl. By lemma 5.3, there exist a Q*ga-closed set U

ofXand F e RO(I) such that (x,yr) e U x F andflLl). F: <D. Hence !,CF.Then
y2 e Y-F e RC(Y) and y, e y-F. This implies that I is weakly Ir.
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